One way of realizing representations of the Heisenberg group is by using Fock representations, whose representation spaces are Hilbert spaces of functions on complex vector space with inner products associated to points on a Siegel upper half space. We generalize such Fock representations using inner products associated to points on a Hermitian symmetric domain that is mapped into a Siegel upper half space by an equivariant holomorphic map. The representations of the Heisenberg group are then given by an automorphy factor associated to a Kuga fiber variety. We introduce theta functions associated to an equivariant holomorphic map and study connections between such generalized theta functions and Fock representations described above. Furthermore, we discuss Jacobi forms on Hermitian symmetric domains in connection with twisted torus bundles over symmetric spaces.
Introduction
Let À n be the Siegel upper half space of degree n consisting of complex symmetric n × n matrices with positive imaginary part. Then the symplectic group Sp.n; Ê/ acts on À n , and the quotient 0 \À n of À n by an arithmetic subgroup 0 of Sp.n; Ê/ can be regarded as the moduli space for a certain family of polarized abelian varieties, known as a universal family (see for example [5, 10, 13] ). Such a family of abelian varieties can be considered as a fiber variety over the Siegel modular variety X = 0 \À n , and the geometry of a Siegel modular variety and the associated universal family of abelian varieties are closely connected with various topics in number theory including the theory of Siegel modular forms, theta functions and Jacobi forms.
Hermitian symmetric domains and prove that certain types of such theta functions generate the eigenspace of the Fock representation associated to a quasi-character.
Kuga fiber varieties
In this section we review the construction of Kuga fiber varieties associated to equivariant holomorphic maps of symmetric domains. They are fiber bundles over locally symmetric spaces whose fibers are polarized abelian varieties. More details can be found in [12] and [22] .
Let G be a Zariski-connected semisimple real algebraic group of Hermitian type defined over É. Thus G is the set of real points .Ê/ of a semisimple algebraic group defined over É, and the associated Riemannian symmetric space = G=K , where K is a maximal compact subgroup, has a G-invariant complex structure. Such a space can be identified with a bounded symmetric domain in k for some k, and is called a Hermitian symmetric domain. Let G be another group of the same type, and let be the associated Hermitian symmetric domain. A pair .²; − / consisting of a homomorphism ² : G → G and a holomorphic map − : → is said to be equivariant if − .gz/ = ².g/− .z/ for all g ∈ G and z ∈ .
Let V be a real vector space of dimension 2n defined over É, and let þ be a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form on V defined over É. Then We now consider an equivariant pair .²; − / for the special case of G = Sp.V ; þ/.
Thus the homomorphism ² : G → Sp.V ; þ/ and the holomorphic map − : → À n satisfies the condition − .gz/ = ².g/− .z/ for all g ∈ G and z ∈ . Let 0 be a torsionfree arithmetic subgroup of G, and let L be a lattice in V with V É = L ⊗ É such that þ.L ; L/ ⊂ and ².0/L ⊂ L. Regarding À n as the set of complex structures on V , each element z ∈ determines a complex vector space .V ; I −.z/ /, where I −.z/ is the complex structure on V corresponding to − .z/ ∈ À n . Let z 0 be a fixed element of , and let I 0 be the complex structure on V corresponding to the element − .z 0 / of À n . Let V = V ⊗ Ê be the complexification of V , and denote by V + and V − the subspaces of V defined by V ± = {v ∈ V | I 0 v = ±i v}, so that we have
Then each element v in .V ; I −.z/ / determines an element
of the subspace V + of V , where the elements v ± denote the V ± -components of
the disjoint union of the vector spaces .V ; I −.z/ / with complex structure I −.z/ for the elements z ∈ . Then the map
determines a bijection W ∼ = × V + and a -linear isomorphism .V ; I −.z/ / ∼ = {z}×V + . Thus the natural projection map W → has the structure of a holomorphic vector bundle with fiber V + .
Let G Ò ² V be the semidirect product of G and V with respect to the action of G on V via ². Thus G Ò ² V consists of the elements .g; v/ ∈ G × V and its multiplication operation is given by .g; v/.g ; v / = .gg ; ².g/v + v/ for g; g ∈ G and v; v ∈ V .
Then G Ò ² V acts on W by .g; v/.z; w/ = .gz; ².g/w + ².g/v/ (2. 3) for .g; v/ ∈ G Ò ² V , z ∈ and w ∈ .V ; I −.z/ /. REMARK 2.1. Let g be a fixed element of G. Then we have
for all z ∈ , that is, g is an isomorphism between the vector spaces with complex structure .V ; I −.z/ / and .V ; I −.gz/ /. Indeed, we have
3) is simply the element of .V ; I −.gz/ / corresponding to the element v in .V ; I −.z/ /.
Using the isomorphism between W and × V + given in (2.2), wee see that, if
for .g; v/ ∈ G Ò ² V and .z; w/ ∈ × V + . Since ².g/v is the element of .V ; I −.gz/ / corresponding to v ∈ .V ; I −.z/ / as was mentioned in Remark 2.1, we shall simply write v gz for .².g/v/ gz . Thus we have .g; v/.z; w/ = .gz; ¾.gz; ².g/u/ + v gz / (2.4) for all .g; v/ ∈ G Ò ² V and .z; w/ ∈ × V + , where u is an element of .V ; I −.z/ / such that w = ¾.z; u/.
Let the arithmetic subgroup 0 ⊂ G and the lattice L ⊂ V be as before. Then, since
Since 0 is assumed to be torsion-free, the quotient spaces X = 0\ and Y = 0 Ò ² L\W are complex manifolds. The natural projection map W → determines the structure of a fiber bundle on the induced projection map ³ : Y → X whose fiber over 0z ∈ X with z ∈ is the quotient .V ; I −.z/ /=L of the complex vector space .V ; I −.z/ / by the lattice L. The complex torus .V ; I −.z/ /=L is in fact an abelian variety because the alternating bilinear form þ can be used as a Riemann form. Thus we obtain a fiber bundle ³ : Y → X whose fibers are abelian varieties of the form .V ; I −.z/ /=L. The total space Y of such a fiber bundle is called a Kuga fiber variety.
Canonical automorphy factors
In this section we review the notion of canonical automorphy factors for semisimple Lie groups of Hermitian type and describe some of their properties (see [20, 22] ). Let G = .Ê/ be a semisimple real algebraic group of Hermitian type as in Section 2, and let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Then the Riemannian symmetric space = G=K has a G-invariant complex structure Á which determines a complex structure on the tangent space T z . / for each z ∈ . Let be the Lie algebra of K , and let = + Ô be the corresponding Cartan decomposition of . Let z 0 ∈ be the fixed point of K , and let Á 0 be the complex structure on T z0 . / = Ô. We set Ô ± = {X ∈ Ô | Á 0 .X/ = ±i X};
and denote by P + , P − the -subgroups of G corresponding to Ô + , Ô − , respectively.
Then we have [20] ). If g ∈ P + K P − ⊂ G , we denote by .g/ + ∈ P + , .g/ 0 ∈ K and .g/ − ∈ P − the components of g such that
We denote by .G × Ô + / * the subset of G × Ô + consisting of elements .g; z/ such that g exp z ∈ P + K P − . Then the canonical automorphy factor is the map J :
Furthermore, for z; z ∈ Ô + with .expz / −1 exp z ∈ P + K P − , we set
Thus we obtain a K -valued function Ä.·; ·/ defined on an open subset of Ô + × Ô + called the canonical kernel function for G, and it satisfies the relations
Theta functions on symmetric domains 207 for z; z ∈ Ô + and g ∈ G for which Ä.z; z / and Ä.g.z/;ḡ.z // are defined (see for example [22, Section II.5] ).
Let .V ; þ/ be the real symplectic space of dimension 2n defined over É as is described in Section 2. We extend þ to a bilinear form on V and denote by þ I0 :
is both symmetric and alternating; hence we have
On the other hand, since I 0 ∈ À n , from the definition of À it follows that both þ I0 | V+×V− and þ I0 | V−×V+ are positive definite. Therefore we can identify V − with the dual V * + of V + . Now we define a Hermitian formþ :
and is zero on V + × V − and V − × V + . Let {u 1 ; : : : ; u n } be an orthonormal basis of V + with respect to the restriction of the positive definite formþ to V + × V + , and define the elements u n+1 ; : : : ; u 2n by u j+n =ū j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then we have
On the other hand, using Lemma 1.1(iii), we obtain
Thus {u 1 ; : : : ; u 2n } is a symplectic basis for .V ; iþ/, and we have Sp.V ; iþ/ = Sp.V ; þ/. Now we discuss the canonical automorphy factor for G = Sp.V ; þ/. We shall regard the elements of G and the elements of its Lie algebra as matrices using the basis {u 1 ; : : : ; u 2n } of V described above. Thus, for example, Ô + and P + can be written in the form
where S n . / denotes the set of complex symmetric n × n matrices. Similarly, we have
We shall identify Ô + with S m . / using the correspondence
for all g ∈ G , where exp −1 .W / for W ∈ P + denotes the .1; 2/-block of the 2 × 2 block matrix W . Let g be an element of G = Sp.V ; þ/ whose matrix representation is of the form g = A B C D . Then g ∈ P + K P − if and only if D is nonsingular, and in this case its decomposition is given by 
PROOF. We have
Since C Z + D is nonsingular, g exp p belongs to P + K P − and its decomposition is given by
Hence it follows that
Since the Siegel upper half space À n can be regarded as the set of complex symmetric n × n matrices with positive definite imaginary part, there is a natural
is nonsingular; hence, using Lemma 3.1 we obtain the usual action
On the other hand, given g ∈ G and Z ∈ À n , the associated complex n × n matrix J S .g; Z / can be regarded as a linear map of V into itself.
PROOF. This follows immediately from (3.4).
Automorphy factors for generalized Jacobi groups
In this section we describe canonical automorphy factors and canonical kernel functions of generalized Jacobi groups associated to symplectic representations of a semisimple Lie group that are equivariant with holomorphic maps of the associated symmetric domains. We shall follow closely the descriptions of Satake given in [22] .
Let ² : G → Sp.V ; þ/ and − : → À n be as in Section 2, and let G be the group of all elements of G × V × Ê whose multiplication operation is defined by
the Heisenberg group associated to the symplectic space .V ; þ/. The group G is the group of Harish-Chandra type in the sense of Satake [22] and can be considered as a generalized Jacobi group since it reduces to a usual Jacobi group when ² is the identity map on Sp.V ; þ/ (see for example [3, 24] ). We set
and let P + , P − be the corresponding subgroup of for .z; w/; .z ; w / ∈Ỗ + such that
The condition (4.6) is satisfied for .z; w/; .z ; w / ∈ ; hence we obtain a canonical kernel function on × . for .z; w/; .z ; w / ∈ andg ∈ G.
PROOF. The first relation is immediate from the definition ofÄ. As for the second, let .z; w/; .z ; w / ∈ andg ∈ 0. Then, using (4.2) and (4. Thus it follows that exp .z ; w / −1 exp.z; w/ ∈ P + K P − , and by comparing the Kcomponents we obtaiñ Ä..z; w/; .z ; w // −1 = J .g; .z ; w // −1Ä .g.z; w/;g.z ; w // J .g; .z; w//:
Hence the proof of the lemma is complete.
We shall now describe below the action of G on and the canonical automorphy factor for G defined by (4.3) more explicitly. Given .g; v; t/ ∈ G and .z; w/ ∈ ⊂ Ô + ⊕ V + , we set .g; v; t/.z; w/ = .z ; w / ∈ ; (4.7)
Hence we obtain a decomposition of the form .g; v; t/ exp.z; w/ = .exp z ; w ; 0/.J 1 ; 0; J 2 /. p − ; w − ; 0/ (4.8) for some . p − ; w − ; 0/ ∈ P − . Using the multiplication rule on G, the right-hand side of (4.8) reduces to
where
On the other hand, we have Hence we obtain for all .g; v; t/ ∈ G and .z; w/ ∈ . PROOF. Consider the elements .g; v; t/ ∈ G and .z; w/ ∈ , and assume that .g; v; t/.z; w/ = .z ; w / ∈ as in (4.7). Since exp g.z/ = .g exp z/ + by (3.2), from (4.9) we obtain exp z = exp g.z/ and J 1 = .g exp z/ − . Hence it follows that z = g.z/, and J 1 ..g; v; t/; .z; w// = J .g; z/, where J is the canonical automorphy factor for the group G given in (3.1). Now we consider the matrix representations
Applying ² to both sides of the relation (4.9), we obtain
for some matrix M. Thus we have
Hence we see that
On the other hand, the matrix form of the relation (4.10) is given by
which implies that v + + Aw = w + − .z /J − w − and v − + Cw = J − w − . Therefore we obtain
hence we have .z ; w / = .g.z/; v gz + J + w/. PROOF. From (3.1), for g ∈ G and z ∈ , we have
Thus we see that ².J 1 /.g; z/ = J S .².g/; − .z//, where J S is the canonical automorphy factor for the symplectic group Sp.V ; þ/ given in (3.4). Therefore, if J + is as in Proposition 4.2, we have
Using this and Proposition 4.2, we obtain (4.13). Then (4.14) is obtained by using (3.5).
From the multiplication operation on G given in (4.1) we see that the induced operation on G × V by the natural projection G → G × V is exactly the one on However, we have
Using this and the fact that − .gz/ is symmetric, we obtain
Since A − − .gz/C = J + by (4.12), we obtain the desired formula. 
Since Cw ∈ V − and þ| V−×V− = 0, using the fact that þ is invariant under ².G/, we obtain
Now the lemma follows from the fact that J 1 w = J + w = Aw − − .z /Cw. PROOF. If C is as in Lemma 4.6, then we have .v + ².g/w/ − = v − + Cw. Using this and the fact that þ| V+×V+ = 0, we see that
Using Lemma 4.6, we thus obtain
Since ².g/w = Aw + Cw with Aw ∈ V + , we have
Hence the proposition follows using this and 
PROOF. Letg;g ∈ G andz ∈ . Since the map J = .J 1 ; 0; J 2 / : G × → K is an automorphy factor, using the multiplication rule (4.1) in G, we obtain .J 1 .gg ;z/; 0; J 2 .gg ;z// = .J 1 .g;g z/; 0; J 2 .g;g z//.J 1 .g ;z/; 0; J 2 .g ;z// = .J 1 .g;g z/J 1 .g ;z/; 0; J 2 .g;g z/ + J 2 .g ;z//: Thus we have J 2 .gg ;z/ = J 2 .g;g z/ + J 2 .g ;z/, and hence Â = e [ J 2 ] satisfies the desired relation.
Twisted torus bundles and Jacobi forms
In this section, we construct twisted torus bundles over locally symmetric spaces, or circle bundles over Kuga fiber varieties, associated to generalized Jacobi groups. We then define Jacobi forms associated to an equivariant pair, which generalize the usual Jacobi forms (see [24] ), and discuss connections between such generalized Jacobi forms and twisted torus bundles. Similar Jacobi forms were also considered in [17] and [18] .
Let G = G × V × Ê be as in Section 4. Thus we have G= K = = × V + , and there are embeddings ,→Ỗ + = Ô + ⊕ V + ,→ G = K P − . On the other hand, since the elements of exp and the elements of P + commute, the exponential map determines the natural embeddingỖ + ⊕ = Ô + ⊕ V + ⊕ ,→ G =K P − that induces the embeddingỖ + ,→ G = K P − . Thus we obtain a commutative diagram
where the horizontal arrows are the natural embeddings and the vertical arrows are the natural projection maps. Now we can define an action of G on × V + × by requiring that .g; v; t/.z; w; u/ = .z ; w ; u / if and only if .g; v; t/ exp.z; w; u/ ∈ exp.z ; w ; u /K P − :
More specifically, we define the action by .g; v; t/ exp.z; w; u/ = exp.z ; w ; u /J 1 p − for all .g; v; t/ ∈ G and .z; w; u/ ∈ × V + × , where J 1 ∈ K is the canonical automorphy factor for the group G and p − is an element of P − . By considering the natural projection × V + × → × V + , we obtain .g; v; t/ exp.z; w/ = exp.z ; w / exp.u − u/J 1 p − ; which implies that ..g; v; t/ exp.z; w// 0 = exp.u − u/J 1 = .u − u; 0; J 1 /. However, using (4.2) and (4.16), we see that ..g; v; t/ exp.z; w// 0 = .J 2 ; 0; J 1 /:
Therefore we obtain u = u + J 2 , hence it follows that .g; v; t/.z; w; u/ = .gz; v gz + J + w; u + J 2 /; (5.1) ¹ ; Ê/, which induces an equivariant holomorphic map − : → À 2 ¹ of the symmetric domain associated to G into the Siegel upperhalf space À 2 ¹ . Thus we obtain Jacobi form on the symmetric domain associated to spin groups of type .2; n/, and such Jacobi forms were studied recently in connection with a number of topics (see for example [4] and [7] ). In particular, we obtain Ä 2 ..z ; w /; .z; w// = −Ä 2 ..z; w/; .z ; w //; Ä 2 .g.z; w/;g.z ; w // = J 2 .g; .z; w// + Ä 2 ..z; w/; .z ; w // − J 2 .g; .z ; w //: [21] Theta functions on symmetric domains 221
Fock representations
Thus it follows that Ã..z ; w /; .z; w// = e [−Ä 2 ..z; w/; .z ; w //] = Ã..z; w/; .z ; w //; Ã.g.z; w/;g.z ; w // = e [ J 2 .g; .z; w//]e [Ä 2 ..z; w/; .z ; w //]e [−J 2 .g; .z ; w //] = Â .g; .z; w//Ã..z; w/; .z ; w //Â .g; .z ; w //;
hence the proof of the proposition is complete.
LEMMA 6.2. Let Ä..z; w/; .z ; w // be a -valued function on × that is holomorphic in .z; w/ and satisfies (6.3) and (6.4). Then Ä is a constant multiple of Ã.
PROOF. Forz = .z; w/;z = .z ; w / ∈ we set Á.z;z / = Ä.z;z /Ã.z;z / −1 . Then, using (6.4), we obtain Á.gz;gz / = Á.z;z / for allg ∈ G. Thus, ifz 0 ∈ is a base point, then we have Á.gz 0 ;z 0 / = Á.z 0 ;g −1z 0 / for allg ∈ G. Since Á.z;z / is holomorphic inz, by (6.3) it is antiholomorphic inz . Therefore, using the fact that G acts on transitively, we see that Á.gz 0 ;z 0 / = Á.z 0 ;g
hence it follows that Ã.z;z / = CÄ.z;z / with C = Á.z 0 ;z 0 /.
Given elements z ∈ and w; w ∈ V + , we set Ã z .w; w / = Ã..z; w/; .z; w //:
For each z ∈ we denote by z the space of holomorphic functions on V + such that
where d z w = det.Im − .z// −1 dw. Thus z together with the inner product
is a Hilbert space. Forg = .g; v; t/ ∈ G and ∈ gz , we set .T gz .g PROOF. Let z ∈ ,g = .g; v; t/ ∈ G and ∈ g.z/ . Then we have and therefore the lemma follows.
By Lemma 6.3 we see that T gz .g −1 / is an isometry of gz into z , and therefore it follows that T z .g/ is an isometry of z into gz , and for ∈ z we have
.gz; w// −1 .pr 2 .g −1 .gz; w/// (6.8)
for allz ∈ and w ∈ V + . PROPOSITION 6.4. Forg = .g; v; t/,g = .g ; v ; t / ∈ G and ∈ g.z/ , we have
PROOF. Letg = .g; v; t/;g = .g ; v ; t / ∈ G, .z; w/ ∈ = × V + and ∈ g.z/ . Then from (6.8) Now we consider the subgroup {1} × V + × Ê of G. We shall identify this subgroup with V = V + × Ê. Then V is in fact a Heisenberg group because the restriction of the multiplication operation on G given by (4.1) to V gives us the usual multiplication operation on a Heisenberg group. Forũ = .u; t/ ∈ V ⊂ G and w ∈ V + we set uw = pr 2 ..ũ.z; w//. Then, using (4.13), we obtaiñ uw = pr 2 .. Thus Ä 2 is holomorphic in w, and therefore Ã z .w; w / is holomorphic in w. Now (6.11) and (6.12) follows from the corresponding relations in Proposition 6.1.
LEMMA 6.6. Let 9.w; w / is a function on V + × V + that is holomorphic in w satisfying the conditions 9.w ; w/ = 9.w; w /; (6.13) 9.ũw;ũw / = Â .ũ; .z; w//9.w; w /Â .ũ; .z; w // (6.14)
for all w; w ∈ V + andũ ∈ V . Then 9 is a constant multiple of Ã z .
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 6.2. Then we see that
Thus we have representation of V on the space z . It remains to show that T 
where E is the r × r identity matrix. Then .²; − / is an equivariant pair, and therefore 
where z * = diag .z 1 ; : : : ; z k / is the k × k diagonal matrix and a * = diag .a 1 ; : : : ; a k /, is a character of L. We also set l z = l + − − .z/l − ∈ V + for z ∈ as in Section 2. 
